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About This Game

Visual Novel, ADV, Fantasy

Time moves very slowly for Neoth — he's always in the spotlight and is forced to participate in all of the royal festivities, which
bring him no joy. In what little free time he has outside the castle walls, Neoth enjoys secluded walks in a nearby forest. During
one of such strolls, he meets an unusually cheerful girl, who seems a total stranger in these parts... And she certainly needs his

help.

Features:
• a dozen colourful CGs;

• partially animated backgrounds;
• an original soundtrack;

• music room/CG gallery;
• a choice of two endings.
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Title: Whispering Flames
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Red Cattus
Publisher:
Red Cattus
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.4GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,Russian
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Pretty neat RogueLike.
Graphics are minimalistic but very clear, sounds are awesome, and sometimes real ominous.
Difficulty-wise, it shouldn't take many tries to beat once you get the hang of it.
There IS some challenge though on different levels.
Combat and gameplay in general feel smooth.
Pick this up if you enjoy these types of games, it's nice.. I like this game. NOTE: This game is currently not finished and things
mentioned in this review only apply to the current version as of the date this review was published

This game is too cute for words. It\u2019s a role-playing game where you can choose how you want to spend your days; whether
that be farming, running your shop, exploring, completing quests for the townsfolk, fishing, and more. So what makes this
different from the other games out there in the same genre? Well, in how many of those games can you do all of this while
playing as a cute cat, dog, bunny, or other adorable chibi-style animal?

Picked up the free demo (which can be found on the official website), played for several hours and was immediately hooked.
The demo alone has quite a large amount of content for something that was so early in the alpha stage. If you\u2019re
undecided on whether or not to get the game, the demo is certainly a great place to start. In saying that, so much has been added
and refined since then and it\u2019s incredible to see just how far the game has come in that time. I was initially going to wait
for a sale but after playing the demo decided the game was more than worth the full price. Currently in the process of getting
several friends to buy it as I\u2019d love to explore the multiplayer with them, might end up buying it for them

Between the demo and the paid game, so far I\u2019ve put in about 35 hours into it, and I\u2019ve still only scratched the
surface with heaps of content still to explore and unlock and more being added all the time

The scenery is gorgeous and makes for plenty of great screenshots; especially if your computer can handle running on max
settings (the light filtering through the trees is beautiful)

I\u2019ve seen a few reviews mentioning the camera, and I will admit the camera can be problematic at times. The default
sensitivity settings are insanely high, though this can be adjusted in the game's menu. There are times when the camera clips
through things or obstructs your view, most notably in more confined spaces. This can make it difficult to navigate and know
what you\u2019re doing. But for the most part, after you adjust the sensitivity settings to something more comfortable, the
camera is pretty manageable

There are also still a few bugs in the game; most minor but a couple that have a slightly bigger impact on gameplay (e.g. getting
stuck somewhere and having to either reload the save to restart the day, or wait until the end of the day to pass out). Possibly the
thing that has annoyed me the most is that whenever I save and quit the game, the next time I load back in, if I had an ongoing
quest from the billboard, that quest is gone upon reloading. I\u2019m not sure whether this removes the quests from the pool
entirely (marking them as completed), or if they go back into the pool as an unfinished quest which will appear again in the
future. There are so many quests in the game currently and the billboard ones aren\u2019t required for any unlocks as far as
I\u2019m aware, so it\u2019s not a huge concern. But it is annoying and something I hope will be fixed in future updates

All in all, it\u2019s an amazing, relaxing experience with plenty of content, all for a great price. The devs are very active in the
community and updates come often. The game is great so far, can\u2019t wait to see how it develops even more in the future
into its eventual final form. Would definitely recommend

Pros
-\tAdorable and beautiful world, plenty of stunning scenery
-\tPlenty to do despite the game not currently being finished, and more content being added often
-\tPlay how you want with complete freedom on what you choose to undertake
-\tHeaps of character customisation options which can be easily changed whenever you want
-\tActive and friendly devs, super supportive of their community

Cons
-\tCamera can be awkward at times
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-\tA few bugs that can get in the way of gameplay
-\tTextures for clothing\/accessories tend to clip into each other
-\tA couple of the Steam Achievements are bugged\/not working correctly. I was really excited by this game, but am very
disappointed now I have played it. I know my experience with the game is limited, but as a Wasps fan I, naturally, decided to
play as them. Not only is the squad list wrong, the player stats are also poor. I know I am biased towards my team, but Wade is
rated as one out of five stars, Guy Thompson is listed in completely the wrong position - as a back rather than a forward. Many
of the stats seem wrong for a lot of players, in some cases making them better than they are and in others, much worse. It is as if
they have almost selected them at random. The numerous cases of players not able to play in their positions due to them not
being listed to play in them is frustrating to say the least.
During play I keep getting told that subs on the bench cannot come back on the field, even if they haven't been used or that
certain substitutions cannot be made, which is ridiculous. It also seems that discipline has gone right out of the window as in
three games there have been three red cards. Some of the other play seems unrealistic too. Why would a team who is winning at
eighty minutes not kick the ball out? Why would they continue to try and score a try, without the chance of a bonus point and
risk losing a won game? Why do you get non-penalty restarts after full time?
Now my rant is over, I would say that you should only play this game if you don't support rugby, but then, why would you buy
it? I have been waiting for an update to this game for ages and was really looking forward to it. The teams inaccuracies are very
frustrating and the bugs in the game-play like the substitution issues are really annoying. I doubt I will be playing this game for
long, but will give it a shot with a team I don't support, although this is fairly pointless.. Flash game.
Rudimentary controls.
Some weapon upgrades possible.
Enemies can be shot from certain distances and angles without shooting back.
. Couldn't throw my money at this product quickly enough. This series of books defined recreation during my childhood 30+
years ago. I have no idea whether or not this product would be appealing to someone who lacks the nostalgic bliss that I have
regarding this series, as it is basically a CYOA book with some 'lite roleplaying' concepts borrowed form tabletop gaming. Dice,
stats, equipment tracking...all of these things are faithfully recreated here along with the original artwork. But for people in a
certain age bracket or for younger gamers who want a taste of how we amused ourselves before the advent of the internet and
couldn't get a DnD group together...this is a perfect taste of the FF gamebooks of yore.. Great game and good sequel to '13,
gameplay seems a bit smoother and the added gameplay modes are definitely a bonus. MotoGP and racing fans in general will
be very happy. I had graphics issues and slow gameplay initially, but found out that it defaults to the Intel graphics card. Once I
got my Nvidia card to work with the game the graphics were great! Go on google to find the solution (type "motogp 13 pc not
detecting nvidia" and select the first result).

UPDATE 6/22/14: A few days in, still loving the game but there are some glaring bugs:

1. After playing for a while, when I try to exit the game the prompt does not appear, so I have to alt+tab and exit using task
manager in windows.
2. In career mode the menus in the trailer and garage freeze up sometimes.
3. Was qualifying for Le Mans and some of the surfaces on the track were not appearing so it looked like I was riding on clouds
most of the time.
4. I preordered the game, but did NOT receive the promised free DLC for the Laguna Seca pack. Honestly this is what I'm most
upset about.

Hopefully there will be an update soon that will fix these.

UPDATE #2 6/25/14: Still haven't received the DLC, even though it's advertised on the front page. Steam took 5 days to
respond to my initial inquiry and didn't do anything. I replied with a reference to the store page and a forum thread with many
others having the same issue so hopefully this will get fixed very soon. Wondering if it may be a Milestone issue, considering all
the bugs and bad reviews I've been reading.
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Why'd you have to pick Mojo out of all people. Lovely little indie platformer, collecting heads is basically my life now..
Wonderful game. Arty and smarty. Many "yeh now I get it" moments. One of the best in this genre.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=H6V1jsrvfrI

Suppose it'll eventually amount to something, but so far I don't see it.. Filled with bugs, unable to finish the game. Pros:
Addictive
Fun
Active Developer, quick to fix bugs.
Price is reasonable
Does not require a great deal of hard drive space.

Basically just like D&D, Diablo, HeroQuest and other boardgame style rpgs. No complex rules to learn, and you can jump right
in. Lots of different characters, spells and weapons. Has an attribute system instead of leveling up, which makes for more
challenging play decisions. Game has a blacksmith where you repair and fortify your weapons. Great for a quick game if you
are pressed for time, or if you are just waiting around.

Cons:
Still needs some testing, can be buggy.
Mobile port, this version is improved from the mobile.
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